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ABSTRACT
The SAS 9.2 prompt framework provides a consistent and easy user interface for creating prompts that can be used
across applications and platforms. The prompt framework is available across all desktop and Web clients in the
®
platform for SAS Business Analytics. A new feature in SAS 9.2, dynamic cascading prompts, enables users to
create custom prompts that easily extract necessary information based on previously entered prompted values. This
paper will highlight dynamic prompts and give an overview of new or enhanced features such as cascading prompts,
relative date and time prompts, and range prompts.

INTRODUCTION
The flexibility of the platform for SAS Business Analytics can be surfaced to end users through the use of prompts.
Prompts can be used to drive query generation, guide a user through what-if analyses, or determine the best
approach for displaying content. The more robust the prompting framework, the more you can help users find the
answers they need. In SAS 9.2, a new prompt framework is introduced to provide numerous options for report
creators and analytical model developers to present relevant information to users within a single report or application.
The SAS 9.2 prompt framework has many new and powerful features such as dynamic prompts, cascading prompts,
relative date and time prompts, range prompts, and shared prompts. This paper will use examples from three
different client applications: SAS® Web Report Studio, SAS® Management Console, and SAS® Information Map
Studio. It will explain how the prompts work, advantages of using them, and how the prompts can be used across
applications and platforms.

What Is a Prompt?
A prompt is a mechanism to capture the answer for a specific question. The answer provided to a prompt is stored
as a parameter that can be used by another question or as a filter value for a data query.

What Are Prompt Groups?
Prompts can be grouped to encourage reuse, to improve the user interface for a prompted object, or to provide
specific group-related functionality. In general, groups can contain any number of prompts and any number of
subgroups.

What Is a Dynamic Prompt?
A dynamic prompt is used to surface a list of possible values that result from a query performed at the time the
prompt is presented to an end user. A dynamic prompt allows the lookup of possible prompt values from a data
®
®
source such as a SAS data set or a SAS Information Map.
In SAS 9.2, dynamic prompts support values from the following types of data:
•
relational table
•
relational information map
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What Are Cascading Prompts?
Cascading prompts are dynamic prompts that subset the possible prompt values based on the value of a previously
answered prompt or set of prompts.
Prompts can cascade from any number of other prompts and to any number of subsequent prompts. For example,
you might want users to enter the type of computer that they want and the type of user that they are before giving
them a set of computer systems to choose from. The prompts that you create might include the following:
•
Enter the type of computer: PDA, Laptop or Desktop
•
Enter the type of user: Business or Home
•
Select a system: <subset by above selections>

Example 1
This example is a sample Java application using dynamic and cascading prompts to enable end users to cascade
from one prompt to another. We use the sample application to create three dynamic prompts for student information:
Agelimit, Height, and name. We then define dependencies between these prompts so that the three prompts are
interrelated and have cascading ability.
At run time, a report is opened to show a single student or a group of students who meets the specified criteria. The
report user might enter 14 for the Agelimit prompt. This would subset the data to include the heights of only the
students who are of age 14 or under. Then, the report user might pick 59.0 for the height of a student, which would
result in the list of students who are 14 or under and have a height of 59.0 inches or less.
About the CLASS Table
The CLASS table that is used in this example is a SAS data set that can be found in the SASHELP library. The table
has five columns that contain student information: Name, Sex, Age, Height, and Weight.
A prompt has two phases: design time and run time.
•
The design-time phase is for creating the prompts and configuring the questions that the user will answer.
•
The run-time phase is for presenting the questions and enabling the end user to answer the questions.
Design Time
Below is the design-time user interface that shows how we created the three dynamic prompts. The CLASS table
used by this prompt design is on the left in Figure 1.
Figure 1 CLASS Table and Cascading Dynamic Prompts
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Dependencies
Figure 2 shows the user interface for defining dependencies between prompts. In the left image, the Height prompt
and name prompt are dependent on the value of the Agelimit prompt. In the right image, the name prompt depends
on the value of the Height prompt.
Figure 2 Prompt Dependencies

Run Time
Figure 3 shows the run-time user interface of the sample Java application where a report can be run to find a single
student or a group of students who meets the specified criteria.
Step 1 When the prompts are first displayed, only the Enter an appropriate age limit field (for the Agelimit prompt)
is shown and can be interacted with. See the first image in Figure 3.
Step 2 Once an age limit of 14 is selected, the Enter a height limit field (for the Height prompt) becomes active
and a list of heights for students whose age is 14 or under is available. See the middle image in Figure 3.
Step 3 Once a height limit of 59.0 is selected, the Select name(s) field (for the name prompt) becomes active. A
list of student names is available to be selected, representing those who are 14 or under and 59.0 inches or shorter.
See the image on the right in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Dynamic Cascading Prompts at Run Time

Comparison with Static Prompts
Static prompts cannot have cascading relationships applied to them. Before SAS 9.2, it was not possible to have
anything but static prompts. Figure 4 shows how the same set of prompts would operate without the power to
narrow down the selection list.
Step 1 When the static prompts first come up, notice that all three prompts are active. There is no interrelationship
between these three prompts. See the first image in Figure 4.
Step 2 If an age limit is selected, the Enter a height limit prompt does not have the ability to narrow down to a list
of heights of students whose ages are under 14. See the second image in Figure 4.
Step 3 The Select name(s) prompt is also not able to subset its values. The list contains the names of all students.
See the third image in Figure 4.
Figure 4 Static Prompts at Run Time
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Example 2

This example defines a SAS® Stored Process that uses cascading prompts in SAS Management Console.
Using SAS Management Console, input parameters for stored processes are defined as prompts. You can add
prompts or prompt groups when you are using the New Stored Process wizard to register a new stored process or
when you are viewing properties for a currently registered stored process.
In this example, we create a stored process named cascading1. The stored process presents end users with three
prompts that use a CARS data table: origin, make, and invoice. The make prompt cascades from origin, and invoice
cascades from make. Once all three prompts have been selected, the end users can execute the stored process and
obtain results based on the input parameters. The code for this example stored process includes a simple PRINT
procedure call which creates an HTML table that is output back to the client.
About the CARS Table
The CARS table is a sample table that contains three columns:
•
the Origin column represents the place of manufacture
•
the Make column represents the make of a car
•
the Invoice column represents the invoice price of a car
Design Time
Figure 5 shows the user interface in SAS Management Console for designing prompts in stored processes.

Figure 5 SAS Management Console User Interface for Designing Prompts in a Stored Process

The Associated Stored Process Source Code
Below is the SAS code that is used for the stored process. Note that the datalib prompt is a shared hidden prompt
that is assigned to reference the user-defined library in the metadata server.
Note: A hidden prompt is a prompt that is hidden from the end user. The functionality of a hidden prompt is
transparent to an end user. For the definition and usage of a shared prompt, refer to Example 6.
*
*

The testing code uses the PRINT procedure with WHERE clause and ODS
to generate an output based on the client request;

LIBNAME &DATALIB meta library="&DATALIB_PATH";
* Declare reserved server environment macro variables;
%GLOBAL ORIGIN MAKE INVOICE;
* Declare macro variables used by this program;
%LET DATASET = &DATALIB..CARS;
*ProcessBody;
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%STPBEGIN;
data a;
format titledt dollar8.;
titledt = &invoice;
call symput('title',put(titledt,comma8.));
run;
proc print data = &DATASET noobs label n;
where (origin = "&origin" AND make = "&MAKE" AND invoice <= &INVOICE);
format invoice DOLLAR8.;
title bold bcolor='#c0c0c0'"CAR Info - Origin: &origin/Manufacture:
&make(Invoice <= $&title)";
run;
%STPEND;

Run Time
For this example, we use the SAS® Stored Process Web Application to run the cascading1 stored process we
created above. We have set up the execution options to stream the results back to the client (which is the
SAS Stored Process Web Application in this case). The SAS Stored Process Web Application is included as
®
part of SAS Integration Technologies.
When the cascading prompts for the stored process are displayed, only the origin prompt is active. Once a user
selects a value (for example, Asia), then the make prompt becomes available, allowing the user to choose from the
car makes that are available in Asia. Once a make is selected (for example, Honda), the user can select from the list
of invoice values for Hondas in Asia. This is shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Once an invoice value is selected (for example, $20,080), then the user can click Run at the bottom of the
SAS Stored Process Web Application to display the results. A new window will display the stored process results
based on the user’s input. The results are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 6 Step-by-Step Execution of Cascading Prompts in the SAS Stored Process Web Application

Figure 7 Selected Values for Cascading Prompts in the SAS Stored Process Web Application
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Figure 8 Stored Process Results Based on Invoice Values Equal To or Less Than $20,080 for Hondas in Asia

Example 3
This example uses SAS Information Map Studio and the prompting framework to create a compound filter with
cascading rules in its expression. The prompts in this example are designed to allow multiple values to be selected
each time, and the last prompt is set to allow the user to reorder the final selections.
SAS Information Map Studio is a desktop client application that is used to create and manage information maps.
Information maps are essentially a semantic layer that describes underlying physical data structures in terms that
non-technical end users can understand. Information maps contain data items (referencing specific elements from a
data source or computational expressions) and filters. When a user accesses an information map, they can select
data items and filters, which resolve to an SQL expression. The SQL is generated on behalf of the user without
requiring him or her to understand data structures or SQL syntax. This allows you to provide consistent and expected
results, regardless of who is running the query.
In SAS Information Map Studio, a user can use the Manage Prompts dialog box to create, add, edit, or delete
prompts for an information map. This example uses an information map called MailOrder, which is based on a single
data source.
About the MailOrder Information Map
The MailOrder information map is based on a data set that contains a subset of four columns from a customer
database in the United States and Canada:
•
the Region column represents the region where a customer resides
•
the State column represents the state where a customer resides
•
the City column represents the city where a customer resides
•
the Name column represents the name of a customer
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Figure 10 shows the flow of the prompts that are cascaded via the rules in the filter expression. An end user can
select from one or more regions. Based on the selected regions, the user can select from one or more states. Based
on the selected states, the user can select from multiple cities. Then the user can click OK to see the results based
on the user’s selections.
Figure 9 Step-by-Step Execution of Prompts in SAS Information Map Studio

The Results dialog box in Figure 10 shows the final subsetted result set after the filter has been applied. If the user
clicks the View SQL button, then the View Query dialog box is displayed (see right side of Figure 10). As you can see
in the View Query dialog box, the query has already resolved the values of the prompts in the WHERE clause.
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Figure 10 Results Dialog Box and View Query Dialog Box

Example 4
This example highlights using SAS Web Report Studio 4.2 to create a report that uses cascading prompts in filters.
Defining and Applying Prompted Filters
In SAS Web Report Studio, a prompted filter can be included in a cascade if it meets the following requirements:
• The prompted filter is based on a relational data source.
• The data item associated with the prompted filter allows the user to see its values. (The data source creator
sets this in the information map using SAS Information Map Studio.) To verify, in SAS Information Map
Studio select Properties when you right-click a data item. On the Value-Generation Method tab, the User
selects values from a dynamic list option should be selected.
• The prompt type of the prompted filter allows the values of the data item that is associated with the
prompted filter to be loaded dynamically. In SAS Web Report Studio, a user can set the prompt type by
selecting Dynamically generated values in the Prompt type field on the Custom Filter dialog box (see
Figure 11).
A non-prompted filter can be included in a cascade if it begins the cascade; however, it will not appear in the prompts
page.
Prompted filters defined in either SAS Web Report Studio or SAS Information Map Studio can be used in a cascade.
You have to select them in the Section Filters dialog box to participate in the cascade (see Figure 12).
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Figure 11 Prompted Filter in the Custom Filter Dialog Box

Figure 12 Section Filters Dialog Box with Prompted Filters for Region, State, and City
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Figure 13 Manage Prompts Dialog Box with Prompts for Region, State, and City

The selection of values for Region, State, and City are similar to the selections made in SAS Information Map Studio
in Example 3. After all selections are made, a user can click View Report to see the report that is based on the
results of the cascaded prompts.

What Are Relative Date and Time Prompts?
Relative date and time prompts allow you to set prompt values based on relative dates and times such as the
following:
•
today
•
current day of last year
•
three hours ago

What Are Range Prompts?
One of the new features possible with the SAS 9.2 prompting framework is the range prompt. Range prompts allow a
user to enter both a minimum and a maximum value for a prompt. So a user can use one prompt to implement a
range of dates or other variables without having to create two prompts. For example, a report designer can enable a
user to select and report on a range of dates such as February 18, 2008 to February 28, 2008 (see Figure 16 in
Example 5).
The following types of ranges are supported:
•
numeric integer
•
numeric double
•
date
•
time
•
timestamp
•
text string
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Note: The values for a range prompt are not determined by the minimum and maximum functions for a variable but
by specifically defined settings.

Example 5
This example shows two ways to prompt for date ranges in SAS Information Map Studio. One way is to create two
date prompts to implement a range of date values. In Figure 14, the end user can pick a starting date in the first date
prompt, and then pick an ending date in the second prompt. Figure 15 shows the resulting output.
Figure 14 Date Range Specified Using Two Date Prompts

Figure 15 Results from Using Two Date Prompts
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In Figure 16, a date range prompt enables a user to select a range type and easily define the range in a single
prompt. Notice that the user can choose to select relative dates such as N days ago or Today.
Figure 16 Date Range Specified Using a Single Date Range Prompt

Figure 17 Results from Using a Single Date Range Prompt
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What Is a Shared Prompt?
A shared prompt is a prompt that is stored in a shared location and can be accessed by multiple users, applications,
and software features. A shared prompt is created by first creating a prompt and then saving that prompt as a shared
prompt. The shared prompt can then be added one or more times to the list of prompts in your application or
software feature.
After you add a shared prompt, you can modify the values of the following prompt properties only:
•
name (used by a stored process as a parameter name)
•
displayed text (prompt label)
•
description
•
parent group
Note: Only certain applications, such as SAS Management Console, and certain software features can save shared
prompts, but any application or software feature that supports shared prompts can add and use them. For example,
SAS® Enterprise Guide cannot save shared prompts, but it can add and use shared prompts. A shared prompt is
stored in metadata in a SAS folder. When you add the shared prompt to the list of prompts in your application or
software feature, you can provide your own name, displayed text, and description for the prompt. These changes do
not affect the information that is stored for the prompt in the SAS folder; these changes exist only for your particular
view of that shared prompt. All other prompt properties can be modified only when you open a shared prompt from
its SAS folder. Changes that are made when you open a shared prompt from its SAS folder will be seen by all
consumers of the shared prompt.

What Are Shared Groups?
Groups of prompts can also be shared. Shared prompt groups are useful for the following cases:
•
dynamic prompts with complex configurations
•
sets of cascading prompts
•
groups of prompts that are often reused (for example, chart options)

Example 6
In this example, we continue from Example 2. A user can copy the cascading1 stored process that is created in
SAS Management Console to a new stored process named cascading1_Shared. In the Parameters tab for
cascading1_Shared, the user can click Save as Shared to save a prompt group named Cascading to a shared
SAS folder named Shared_SAS_Folder. The user names the shared group Shared_cascading_group (see Figure
18).
A user can also use the Add Shared button to add and use prompts and groups from a shared location (see Figure
19).
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Figure 18 Saving a Prompt Group as a Shared Group
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Figure 19 Adding a Shared Prompt Group to a Stored Process

CONCLUSION
The prompt framework is available across all desktop and Web clients in the platform for SAS Business Analytics.
In addition to the examples covered in the paper for SAS Web Report Studio, SAS Information Map Studio, and
SAS Management Console, the prompt framework also applies to SAS® Information Delivery Portal, SAS Enterprise
Guide, SAS® Add-in Microsoft Office, and SAS® Data Integration Studio. The prompt framework will also be
integrated into new releases of other SAS solutions as they are delivered for SAS 9.2.
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